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About This Game

Moonpod's Starscape mixes old school arcade game play values with characterization and an involving plot to deepen the whole
experience.

With most of its crew missing and its weapons systems ruined, the space research station Aegis is all but lost. As the last
remaining pilot you must help rebuild the station's defenses, acquire alien technology and create your own uniquely configured

set of fighters. By mining the asteroids within the grid dimension, valuable resources can be harvested to fuel the Aegis's
molecular furnace to build devastating weaponry. Within the nodes of the grid you will encounter allies to aid in the struggle to

escape, uncover the terrible purpose of the evil Archnid race and learn why you and the rest of the crew were brought here.

Beautifully rendered 32bit colour graphics

800x600 resolution

Thumping music sound track and sound effects

Five different weapon technology threads to find and research, only the first is available in the demo

Five different zones to explore, only the first is available in the demo and the rest are much much bigger

Make alliances with friendly aliens and trade technology
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Direct and protect your space station as it fights alongside you

Create your own "garage" of unique space fighters tailored to your own specifications

Mine the asteroids, gather raw elements, research new technologies and build new items

Recover the missing drive components and rescue your missing crewmates before escaping "The Grid".
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Title: Starscape
Genre: Action, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Moonpod
Publisher:
Moonpod
Release Date: 27 Mar, 2003

 a09c17d780 

English
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A puzzle platforming game that has a fair amount of challenge and a total of 60 levels! For $1 this is a good amount of content
for a puzzle game when you compare it to something like Portal honestly. It introduces new mechanics to make you re-think
your stategy for the puzzles. Every level has 3 objects to collect if your a completionist.

Rating: 8\/10. So much fun. Each of the spells are unexpectedly deep, well executed and distinct experiences.

Demonstrates so much promise for VR in general. A real eye opener. Just fantastic experience.. This game is awesome! It really
is alot of fun and well worth the money.

It really kicks your\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665but you keep on coming back for more and learning a bit more each time.
:)

I highly recommend it 10\/10 :D. Hey there!

So I am digging it so far, the aesthetic and the general atmosphere are good. I normally play more graphic intensive games, but I
really love the effort that has been made here.

Digging into the carriages, their politics and so on has been fun. There is a lot of potential to lose yourself in micro management.
I better be careful.

Also, I love the idea, the sentient fog, the dystopian survivor ideal. All things I can dig my teeth into.
I would say the game is not super scary, but is great at building tension and atmosphere.

I recommend this game to anyone that likes to get into a bit of management. Stuff like screwflies earlier release Zafehouse.. My
advice is to try and fit as much of this game in your mouth as possible. It's fantastic.

Let's talk a little, quickly, about the lane brawling and then I'll cover the elephant in the room. I think that lane brawling is
absolutely the tightest way to cram as much information on the screen as possible. Now, onto the elephant.

Castle Crashers.

This is not Castle Crashers. There are mechanical similarities, sure. But castle crashers was ultimately a game about mashing
attack while laughing. This is a game about timing, cooperation, and careful resource management. Lane brawling means that
the screen is far more legible and that player interaction can be a lot deeper. The characters are much more differentiated, with
hitboxing and charged abilities designed to create disjoint battlefield utility.. This is a great little game. There isn't too much
content, but it should keep you busy for a few hours at least. It was surprisingly very funny, and I laughed out loud on numerous
occasions. If you want something a little different from what you have been playing a lot, this game foots the bill. I would buy it
again!. Art installed to C:\\Program Files (x86)\\Steam\\steamapps\\common\\OutDrive\\Art. Pros:
-Great graphics
-Highly replayable
-Very polished and smooth gameplay

Cons:
-Another stationary wave defence game
-Not a lot of content (about average for VR)
-Trophy shelf and exit button are hard/impossible to interact with limited playspace
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What the game lacks in story and exploration it does a good job of making up for with some impressive visuals and visceral
action. Not to name names but it's better than most of the $15 VR titles I've purchased so far.. Die hard SLA fans: This is a
pretty awesome experience just to see the parshendi and the chasms up close in VR. The chasm fiend is just as scary in VR as I
imagined in the book. I am happy I got this, even if it only takes 15 minutes to beat. I did wait till this went on sale for $4 and I
definitely think that is the best choice if you can wait. I think it is worth it just to support any dev that will developer Sanderson
games, hence why I am going to recommend it.

Anyone else: Don't buy this. It is unpolished, clunky, and definitely not worth the money. There are much better VR games for
the price. Go read The Way of Kings, then you will likely become a Die Hard SLA fan as I listed above. Decide then if this is
worth it to you.. I loved this gamel. If you like word games, but want a bit more than just scrabble, then this could be for you.
The games are fast and easy to restart if it isn't going well. It is easy enough to do well, but sometimes you have try try several
times to get 3 stars, and sometimes I just settle for 2 stars :) . I liked the idea of an objective to help the characters fall to the
bottom to be saved, oxygen levels replenished by blue tiles when connected a word to a character, bombs to defuse by including
them in a word, and explosions from larger words. I really loved the mechanics all the way to the end.

I completely ignored the story. It is just a lot of text to read. It was plenty fun without giving me eye strain trying to reaed it all
on my TV. It ran great on my Alienware Alpha Windows 10 on my 47" TV. I used an xbox 360 gamepad (with Controller
Companion to enable) and it was a breeze to play.
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After playing the FREE trial with 5 games. All i can say is.....

Not enouph players or content.
Price is to high for unfinished game.
Game needs better animations for humans and monster.
Scary? U might get some jump scares here and there but nothing to get your pants brown for. So spooky not so much...

Wel heck is there anything good at all then after giving it a thumbs up you say?

Wel the game is playable and does not contain a lot of bugs so far i have played.
The idea is good and has potential. But they need to step it up now and get animations fixed and the gameplay style a revamp.
And also please do not stick to just one way to big map! even if its going to be super random in setup in the future... i mean just
trees and some houses is not going to last for very long. Need more maps! Now i thumbed this game up because the devs realy
do care and keep updating and working with fanbase. They just need more time and funds to get this where it needs to be. And
we could perhaps get something epic in the spooky department.

But then again...early acces allways is a tricky thing for both partys. Is it worth buying atm? NO. But if you can play the free
trial like me or get it below 10 bucks i would say go for it and give your experience the perhaps help the game out if your into
these types of games.. Good
Game
Well
Played. I have played to 100% completion (main story, challenges, unlockables, etc.) It was fun enough for me to spend 8-9
hours completing and unlocking everything but I can't recommend it for everyone. First of all, the price is pretty steep
considering how quickly you can blast through the main story. (If you watch all the cutscenes and read all of the dialogue, you
can finish the 14 chapters well under 2 hrs.) The combat is too shallow and the levels aren't very challenging at all.

I didn't start to run into any difficulty until after I had beat the story on normal & hard, and then got really far up on the
challenges list. This was when I was about 75% complete with everything. Then the game very quickly turns into a grind fest
where you have to level up your character to unlock the next challenge. By this point, your character becomes so powerful that
the game very quickly becomes too easy again, and you're just grinding to level up and unlock the rest of the challenges so you
can steam roll through them.

There isn't going to be much motivation for most people to unlock everything, or to even keep playing after finishing the main
story. For those who are wondering about the optional R-18 patch that has to be downloaded separately, there's really not much
there. There are some topless costumes and there is a bonus room where you can watch your character get put into some
compromising positions with traps and enemies (nothing more explicit than dry humping).

If I could give it a sideways thumb I would, but I can't honestly give it a straight thumbs up. I would only recommend it if you
see it go on sale for five bucks, or if you're a completionist who likes to unlock things. What would have made it more
worthwhile is if there more R-18 content to experience after beating everything, but you really don't get rewarded much in
terms of unlockables.. This is so far the most logical hidden object game I've played. I guess that's why it is also fairly short (no
artificial lengthening by making you perform actions that make no sense). It took me about 2 hours. I don't mind the short
length as this was more fun to play, because there was no need for using the hint button all the time. There is a map that shows
available actions and lets you move quickly between places, so going back and forth is no problem. The only problem with item
names in hidden object scenes I noticed was "leave", which got me stumped, but the hint revealed that it was "leaf" (should have
realized that, but English is my second language). That's not nearly as serious as some I've seen in other games. The story is
pretty typical for this type of games and not too bad. I paid 5.11€ for the game (bought the bundle and already had the other
game) and it's worth that in my opinion.. This\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665still broken after years.. Terrible broken
sprites and invisible weapons. Check the Paradox's forum for help guys and dont
buy\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665like this. More of a game dev story, nice one!. Music is pretty good.
Unfortunately, that's all the good things I have to say about this.

- Cutscenes are just mid-quality pictures
- Voice acting is meh
- Combat is slow
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- Pilot exclamations during combat gets irritating fast

It felt petty to request my 50 cents back, but I was just not having any fun with it.. spoczko bo za darmo kurła. 10\/10 made with
love
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